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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA  
1893 Speech at Chicago 
https://youtu.be/vPDQOB7pRRM 

 

Welcome to this English lesson! Choose the option that you think is correct and 
then check your answer at the end of the lesson. Let's get started! 

 

1. Sisters and brothers of America, I _____ welcoming you to this great 
gathering of spiritual seekers. 

A. am 
B. was 
C. will be 

2. We _____ from the land of India, a land that gives birth to great spiritual 
traditions. 

A. have come 
B. came 
C. will come 

3. Our country _____ the birthplace of saints and sages who have shown the 
path of righteousness to the world. 

A. is 
B. was 
C. has been 
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4. Today, we _____ at a critical moment in history, where the world is in need 
of spiritual guidance and wisdom. 

A. stand 
B. stood 
C. will stand 

5. The message that we _____ to you today is a message of universal harmony 
and brotherhood. 

A. bring 
B. brought 
C. will bring 

6. We _____ that all religions lead to the same goal of self-realization and 
spiritual enlightenment. 

A. believe 
B. believed 
C. will believe 

7. It is time for us to _____ the unity of all faiths and to work towards a 
common goal of peace and understanding. 

A. recognize 
B. recognized 
C. will recognize 

8. The path of spiritual practice _____ dedication and discipline, but the 
rewards are immeasurable. 

A. requires 
B. required 
C. will require 
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9. Let us _____ the diversity of our world and learn from each other's 
spiritual traditions. 

A. embrace 
B. embraced 
C. will embrace 

10. In conclusion, I _____ that our message of universal harmony and 
spiritual awakening will resonate with all of you here today. 

A. hope 
B. hoped 
C. will hope 
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Correct Answers: 

1. A 

2. B 

3. A 

4. C 

5. B 

6. B 

7. C 

8. A 

9. C 

10. B 
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